An online messaging platform for learning ‘Wound Management’: A novel method of continuous professional education
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Introduction

Chronic wounds are one of the commonest patient presentations at the primary care level in Sri Lanka (1). A recent survey conducted in Southern Province has shown 15% of wounds presented to out-patient departments (OPDs) are diabetic ulcers and 10% are dermatitis ulcers. This is a significant source of morbidity and affect individuals physically, psychologically, socially and financially (2). The issue of chronic wounds is expected to be worsening as an impact of aging population and rising prevalence of diabetes (3).

But the quality of wound management seems to sub-optimal and at a basic level in primary care as all types of wounds receive a low level of care with the use of basic antiseptic solutions and basic dressing material (3). On the other hand, knowledge, and skills of managing different types of wounds seems to very low among medical staff and all types of wounds generally receive same type of care. But each type of wounds requires specialized care with different solutions and appropriate dressing material (4).

Sub-optimal wound care leads to worsening of these wounds and progressing into several complications (5). That adds a significant burden at secondary and tertiary levels as these patients may require hospital admissions and advanced surgical interventions. Inappropriate management of diabetic wounds seems to be common and it leads to devastating complications like extreme suffering, amputations, wound sepsis and death. Therefore, improving wound care at primary care can be recognized as an important and timely need in order to improve quality of care and reduce associated morbidity and mortality (2). This will reduce the burden on secondary and tertiary levels will also save health care expenditure (3).

Therefore, it’s important to address these deficiencies. Lack of knowledge and skills among primary care medical staff and non-availability of expert opinion stand as major contributory factors for these deficiencies (6). Therefore a ‘telemedicine’ intervention has been designed to offer expert opinion for wound management for primary care. A WhatsApp™ group was created as the information sharing portal in implementing this intervention. This article intends to describe the designing and implementation of this intervention as a novel method of continuous professional education (CPE).

Designing the intervention

This intervention has designed as a continuation of primary care wound management training programme conducted by Regional Director of Health Services (RDHS) office, Galle in 2022. A WhatsApp™ group was created including a medical officer (MO) and nursing officer (NO) from five selected primary care hospitals (PCHs) in Galle District. The number was limited to five as this was a pilot and the number of serving hospitals is
expected to increase as the programme progresses. A group of consultant surgeons were included to the group as panel of experts.

Implementation of the intervention

A protocol has been set up to upload inquiries. A special orientation was done for the group to introduce the protocol. A MO or NO from designated hospitals can upload a photo of a wound with brief history when a patient present with chronic wound which carry significance. Any wound with special significance are supposed to report. A standard protocol had been introduced for reporting. Text box 1 describes the protocol. They were specifically advised not to include face of the patient for any photograph to considering privacy issues.

- Photograph – Should be taken from 2 angles
- Characteristics of wound
  1 – Site
  2 – Approximate size
  3 – Color and nature of wound bed
  4 - Presence of discharges and color
  5 – Presence of peripheral pulses
  6 – Presence of pain

Text box 1: Protocol for reporting information about wounds

A Consultant Surgeon has been designated to provide responses for each week. The surgeon is requested to provide an expert opinion by describing optimum assessment, and management of the given wound. The response is seen by all the participants in the group and that creates the opportunity of shared learning. The MO/NO who posted the inquiry was also supposed to upload follow up information with a photographs and patient status.

A volunteer coordinator has been appointed to facilitate the process. A registered nurse with special interest in wound care had been employed for the task. The facilitator has to ensure that every new entry meets the prescribed protocol of reporting. If any deficiency is noted, facilitator personally contact the reporting person and ask to complete the entry. If a response is not provided by the expert panel, facilitator reminds the ‘on-call’ expert to post the response. The quality management unit (QMU) of RDHS office azxis entrusted with the responsibility of overall monitoring. Periodical review meetings will be arranged for the group to mitigate upcoming issues. A log is maintained including all entries and responses provided by experts and that will be kept as an archive with the intension of using for further review and education.

Discussion

This programme can be recognized as a novel and effective method of CPE. Online messaging platforms such as WhatsApp groups have emerged as an effective method of peer learning. Technological advances have driven huge changes in educational practices over the last decade (7). Medical education is no exemption with an increasing trend to use social media and smartphones for teaching and learning. Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, and YouTube are the platforms promoting collaborative learning, improved communication and knowledge sharing (8). This intervention reiterates the feasibility of using WhatsApp-based platform for CPE.

WhatsApp has emerged as a popular and convenient tool in medical education (7). Several features of WhatsApp have made it a very effective tool for distant education. It is a simple tool that requires minimal knowledge and skills to run in own devices ’ (9). It provides multiple benefits for distant learning. The interactive nature of WhatsApp is a significant feature that makes it an effective tool for adult learning (10). Therefore, WhatsApp can be successfully utilized as a collaborative tool. Adult learning is always a bi-directional interaction. It enables participants to provide real-time feedback and active engagement, which was highly useful in this intervention (9). However smart phone penetration becomes a key determinant in promoting such an intervention in a system(11).
On the other hand the use of WhatsApp can also bring some negative effects including addiction, distraction and maintenance of privacy (8).

Adult learning is known to be motivated by several factors. Motivation is a major determinant of the quality of learning and success, the lack of which may well explain why certain adult learners are discouraged, have lost interest or abandon the programme, with a feeling of powerlessness (12). This theoretical concept was considered in designing this intervention. Adult learners appreciate working towards clearly-defined goals (13). This programme had a relevant and focused goal. Perceived relevance is a key factor which determines motivation in adult learning (14). As wound management is a common encounter in primary care, perceived relevance of this programme is high. It is important to consider the demands of their jobs, and what skills they need to excel in their professional duties (15).

This programme was intended to develop a basic skill which is required by doctors and nurses in primary care. The planning of CPE programmes for medical professionals should be based on an interactive model (12). There should be timely feedback and self-directedness. This intervention ensured both these requisites. Shared learning is the other key principle behind this learning intervention. The belief that the effectiveness of patient care will improve through collaboration and teamwork within and between health care teams is providing a focus for ‘shared learning’ in health professional education (16).

Conclusion

Perceived relevance is a key factor which determines motivation in adult learning. Shared learning is an effective method of developing skills among medical professionals. This WhatsApp group is a practical and feasible way for CPE. Using WhatsApp for CPE enables peer learning in an efficient and interactive manner. Adult learning is always a bi-directional interaction and WhatsApp enables participants to provide real-time feedback and active engagement.
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